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Are you looking for a magic trick that will amaze your friends and family?
Rising Cards is the perfect trick. It's easy to learn and perform, and it
always gets a great reaction.

The effect of Rising Cards is simple: a deck of cards is placed on a table,
and then it slowly rises into the air. It's a beautiful and mysterious effect that
is sure to leave your audience wondering how you did it.

The best part about Rising Cards is that it's very easy to learn. Even if
you're a complete beginner, you'll be able to master this trick in just a few
minutes.

How To Perform Rising Cards

To perform Rising Cards, you will need a deck of cards and a table.

1. Place the deck of cards on the table, face down.

2. Place your hands on the deck of cards, with your thumbs on the
bottom of the deck and your fingers on the top.

3. Slowly push your thumbs down on the deck of cards, while
simultaneously lifting your fingers up. This will cause the deck of cards
to rise into the air.

4. Continue to push your thumbs down and lift your fingers up until the
deck of cards is about six inches off the table.

5. Hold the deck of cards in the air for a few seconds, then slowly lower it
back down to the table.

Tips For Performing Rising Cards



* **Use a deck of cards that is in good condition.** If the cards are bent or
damaged, they will not rise smoothly into the air. * **Make sure your hands
are dry.** If your hands are wet, the cards will stick to them and you will not
be able to perform the trick properly. * **Practice the trick a few times
before you perform it for an audience.** This will help you to get the hang of
the technique and to avoid any mistakes. * **When you are performing the
trick, be confident and don't rush.** The more relaxed you are, the more
believable the trick will be.

Variations Of Rising Cards

There are many different variations of Rising Cards. Some of the most
popular variations include:

* **One-handed Rising Cards:** This variation is performed using only one
hand. It is a more difficult variation, but it is also more impressive. * **Two-
handed Rising Cards:** This variation is performed using both hands. It is a
more powerful variation than the one-handed variation, but it is also more
difficult to perform. * **Floating Cards:** This variation is performed by
causing the cards to float in the air. It is a very difficult variation, but it is
also very beautiful.

Rising Cards is a classic magic trick that is sure to amaze your friends and
family. It's easy to learn and perform, and it always gets a great reaction.
So what are you waiting for? Give Rising Cards a try today!
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